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Thermodynamic behavior of a binary monolayer of Ising dipolar particles is studied using numerical simu-
lation. The thermal equilibrium states of the system under the canonical ensemble are observed. The boundary
of gas-liquid phase is determined from the power law growth of critical clusters. But that temperature is
slightly lower than that of solidification. So it means that this system does not have a liquid phase. This system
is also studied theoretically using virial expansion. The coefficients obtained from standard virial expansion,
however, do not show any phase transition. An improvement of the virial expansion is also given by taking
tetragonal local structures of alternate types of particles into consideration. Such structures are observed within
critical clusters of our simulation. The thermodynamic state equation obtained from the improved virial ex-
pansion agrees well with the simulation result, and this expansion also shows that the critical point is almost
at the same temperature with solidification. These results suggest that not simply the strength of attractive force
by the dipole interaction but a typical configuration caused by the binary condition of this system plays a
dominant role in phase transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Behavior of the two- and three-dimensional particle sys-
tems with hard �or soft� core interaction and embedded di-
polar moment has been intensely investigated recently
�1–15�. It was found that such systems show richer ground
state structure and thermal behavior than simple particle sys-
tems. For example, the gas-liquid transition of the dipolar
particle system is much different from that of Lennard-Jones
and other simple particle systems �2,3,5,6,9�, or there is com-
pletely no liquid phase �4,16�. This is because anisotropic
chaining with local head-to-tail alignment occurs and such
chains prevent normal liquid condensation of particles. The
ground state structures are also interesting. The ground state
of the hexagonal-closed-packed lattice has shown to have a
macrovortex alignment of dipolar moment, while microvor-
tex and antiparallel alignment have the same lowest energy
for a square lattice. And at low density, a configuration with
concentric layers of rings which looks like a “hollow vortex”
has the lowest energy �8,10�.

A monolayer of a dipolar particle model in which the
dipole orientation of each particle is fixed to be up or down
is named the Ising dipolar particle �IDP� model �14,15�. Al-
though anisotropy of particle interaction is eliminated, this
system still shows interesting pattern formation. Experimen-
tal implementations of a binary monolayer of Ising dipolar
particles were proposed: binary colloids composed of two
sorts of �m-sized dielectric particles suspended in water and
subjected to an ac electric field �12�, or floating cork disk
with small magnet �13�. This Ising dipolar system is also
investigated theoretically by numerical simulation �14�. It
has been shown that these systems show a variety of struc-

tures like chains, rings, and branched structures in dilute con-
dition, as well as various types of crystalline structures at
high density depending on the parameters like relative con-
centration and relative dipole moment of two components.
Detailed analysis of the aggregation process showed a fractal
behavior of growing clusters, and fractal dimension is con-
sistent with the widely observed value of diffusion-limited
cluster-cluster aggregation in other particle systems �17�.
Further study showed the kinetic characteristics of aggrega-
tion according to a dynamic scaling theory and estimated the
dynamical exponent, which is much smaller than other dipo-
lar systems �15�.

Such observed aggregates like chains have, however,
rather fragile structure, which has shown to have only a
small energy barrier to change its shape �17�, so the exis-
tence of thermal noise may change the aggregation process.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic phase diagram of this sys-
tem is not known yet. In this paper, results of our numerical
study of the thermodynamic properties of the binary mono-
layer of an Ising dipolar system, and also a theoretical ap-
proach to reproduce the thermodynamic phases of this sys-
tem, are reported.

The outline of this paper is as follows. The model and
method of our simulation is introduced in Sec. II. In Sec. III
simulation results mainly around critical condensation and
data analysis to determine the phase boundary are shown. In
Sec. IV those results are analytically examined by using a
perturbative method. An improved virial expansion taking
local structures into consideration is proposed. Section V is
the summary and, finally, in Sec. VI we discuss how dipolar
interaction and binary condition affect the phase transitions
of this system.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

Our simulation model consists of N Ising dipole particles
in a square box of sidelength L with periodic boundary con-*suzuki@serow.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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dition. All the particles have the same mass m. Each particle
has spherical elastic volume of radius R and a pointlike di-
pole moment at the center. The dipole moment of each par-
ticle is fixed during the time evolution and it is perpendicular
to the plane of motion pointing either upward or downward.
So the pair potential between ith particle and jth particle
with distance rij is

��rij� = �pp�rij� +
�i� j

r3 , �1�

where �i and � j denote the dipole moments of ith and jth
particles, respectively. The cutoff distance is taken to be 8d
here, where d �=2R� denotes the diameter of the particles.
We considered that, though a long-range interacting system
is treated, the error caused by this interaction cutoff is very
small as a shielding effect works well in our neutral condi-
tion. Actually we have calculated the energy per particle of a
crystalline configuration of square lattice �with lattice con-
stant d� and found the error by this cutoff length is about
0.12%. It is also pointed out in �18� that there is no substan-
tial effect of cutoff for the ground state configurations of
ordinal dipolar particles with the cutoff length larger than 8d.
The absolute strength of every dipole moment is �0, so �i
=�0 �upward� or �i=−�0 �downward�. Therefore, the inter-
action is repulsive between the particles with same moment
and attractive between those with opposite moment. In the
following, we treat only the case that the numbers of par-
ticles of both dipole types are equal. �pp denotes a core
potential. Though particles with hard core potential are inter-
esting, for the efficiency of the particle dynamics simulation,
small overlap of particles is assumed using the Hertzian con-
tact potential:

�pp�rij� = � 2
5kpp�d − rij�5/2 �rij � d�
0 �rij � d� ,

� �2�

where the value of elastic constant kpp is taken to be kpp
=400�2�0

2 /d5.5 in our simulation. The core repulsion be-
tween two particles balances with dipolar interaction at a
distance of about 0.97d.

We execute a series of simulations under the canonical
�TNV� ensemble. Instead of V, hereafter we use the density
defined as coverage ��N�R2 /V, and the Boltzmann con-
stant is set using the binding energy of two particles as kB
=2�0

2d−3.
The isothermal particle dynamics method �19� is used for

temperature control. In this method, the total kinetic energy
of the system is conserved during the time evolution. Started
from a particle configuration whose kinetic energy is equal to
NKBT, the configuration is updated by the leap-frog scheme
with a time step �t, that is,

ri� = ri
t +

�t

2
vi

t,

vi
t+�t = vi

t + �t
1

m	
i�j

N

F�rij� � − 	vi
t,

ri
t+�t = ri� +

�t

2
vi

t+�t, �3�

where an artificial viscosity coefficient 	 is determined at
every step to satisfy 1

2m	i=1
N �vi

t+�t�2= 1
2m	i=1

N �vi
t�2. So it is

calculated as

	 =
1

v2 �v2 + v · f�t − �v22 + �v · f2 − f2v2��t2� �f � F/m� .

�4�

The bars over the variables in the equation denote the aver-
aged values of all particles like v2=	i=1

N vi
2 /N.

Three kinds of initial particle locations are prepared and it
is confirmed that these three simulations reach the same re-
sult after thermalization steps: �a� Uniformly random loca-
tion without particle overlap, �b� square lattice location
where both types of particles are alternately located, and �c�
mixture of �a� and �b� where 1

2N particles construct a square
lattice cluster and others are located randomly uniform
around that cluster.

III. RESULT

At the region of high temperature and relatively low den-
sity, the system behaves like ideal gas. Dimerized pairs of
particles with opposite moments appear at the temperature
around 0.5. As temperature is decreased, particles begin to
aggregate to clusters; however, the growth of the cluster size
is so moderate that even at the much lower temperature as
T
0.060 clusters remain finite and move around in the sys-
tem �Fig. 1�.

The average cluster size s̄ is measured at each temperature
and density. Here a cluster is defined as follows: Two par-
ticles are in the same cluster if they are linked by more than
one path of contacting pairs. The average cluster size �the
number of particles in a cluster� is defined by

s̄ �
	

s

s2n�s�

	
s

sn�s�
, �5�

where s is the size of a cluster and n�s� is the number of the
clusters with size s.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Snapshots from the equilibrium state at
�=0.125, T=0.100 �left� and at �=0.125, T=0.060 �right� are
shown. Many clusters with finite size move around, instead of ag-
gregating into a large cluster. Each inset shows a snapshot focused
on some typical clusters.
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It was found that the average cluster size shows a critical
behavior as s̄
�T−Tc�−
, with a certain critical temperature

Tc, and s̄ /�
��c−��−
�, with a certain critical density �c.
So the critical analysis of liquid condensation is done assum-
ing a scaling form

s̄/� 
 �−
fs��/��c − ��a� , �6�

where �= �T−Tc� /Tc and fs is a scaling function. Figure 2
shows the scaling plot with Eq. �6�. All points fall onto a
single curve when the following critical parameters are used:

Tc = 0.05790 ± 0.00005, �c = 0.275 ± 0.005,


 = 1.76 ± 0.01, and a = 1.00 ± 0.01. �7�

The critical behavior of the correlation length was also in-
vestigated. The correlation length � was defined to be

�2 �
	

s

Rg
2s2n�s�

	
s

s2n�s�
, �8�

where Rg is the gyration radius of a cluster, which is defined
to be

Rg
2 =

1

s�s − 1�	i�j

�ri − rj�2. �9�

The scaling form of � was assumed to be

� 
 �−f���/��c − ��b� . �10�

Figure 3 shows the scaling plot of � with Eq. �10� by setting

 = 0.99 ± 0.01, b = 1.05 ± 0.05. �11�

We are confident that the finite size of the system has very
little effect on those plots in Figs. 3 and 2, by comparing the
results of systems with N=1600, N=3200, and N=6400.

Though the critical point of liquid condensation is esti-
mated from the critical phenomena, a different kind of
change happens at the temperature slightly higher than Tc. At
that temperature most particles form a single compact cluster
with ordered distribution of alternating components as illus-

trated in Fig. 4, and that is a solid state cluster.
To determine the solidification temperature TS, an orien-

tational order parameter �4 �20�,

�4 = � 1

N
	
�i,j

exp�4i�ij��, �cos �ij,sin �ij� �
rij

rij
, �12�

is calculated, where �i , j denotes all the pairs of neighboring
particles and i is the imaginary unit. The maximum value of
�4, which corresponds to a perfect square lattice order, is
�4=2.

The value of �4 in equilibrium state was measured for the
largest cluster and the average cluster size was also calcu-
lated. As plotted in Fig. 5 discontinuous change of the aver-
age cluster size occurs at certain temperature. Simulta-
neously, the largest cluster comes to have order of �4. The
temperature of solidification was extrapolated from the re-
sults of some finite sized systems in the range of N
=800–6400, and then it was estimated to be

Ts = 0.0585 ± 0.0001 at � = 0.25 �13�

�and Ts=0.0576 at �=0.125�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Scaling plot of the average cluster size
with Eq. �6� is shown.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Scaling plot of the correlation length with
Eq. �10� is shown.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Formation of a solid cluster with square
lattice order of alternating particles at N=1600, �=0.125, and T
=0.055. The inset shows an inner part of the largest cluster.
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The curious fact that should be emphasized is the critical
temperature of gas-liquid transition estimated to be Tc is
lower than that of solidification Ts. It suggests that the criti-
cal phenomenon is surely observed; however, this system
does not have liquid phase.

Based on the analysis above, Fig. 6 shows the schematic
drawing of the �−T phase diagram. The critical point of the
gas-liquid phase transition should exist as plotted in the dia-
gram, but it is actually hidden in the region of the fluid-solid
phase. The phase boundary at relatively high density is also
shown in that diagram, based on another series of our simu-
lations.

IV. VIRIAL EXPANSION ANALYSIS

The most characteristic feature of this system is, as it is
shown in the preceding section, that the gas-liquid critical
point is close to the solidification temperature, and that the
liquid phase vanishes. This feature is reproduced by an im-
proved virial expansion considering local structures of Ising
dipolar particles, although a naive application of the standard
Mayer-Mayer expansion fails to catch such behaviors, as we
will see in the following.

In the standard Mayer-Mayer expansion, each Boltzmann
weight of interaction between two particles is expanded
around the high temperature with a small parameter

f�r12,T�=exp�−��r12� /kBT�−1, which is named the Mayer
function, and then the whole interaction part of the partition
function is expanded with this f �21�. As a consequence of
the Mayer expansion, the state equation is expressed as

P��� = kBT� �

�R2 − 	
k

k

k + 1
�k� �

�R2�k+1� , �14�

and the coefficients �k �k=1,2 , . . .� are calculated as

�1 =
1

22 	
i,j=±1

� f ij�r12�dr12,

�2 =
1

2!

1

23 	
i,j,l=±1

� f ij�r12�f jl�r23�f li�r31�dr12dr23,

�3 =
1

3!

1

24 	
i,j,l,m=±1

� f ij�r12�f jl�r23�f lm�r34�fmi�r41�

��3 + 6f il�r13� + f il�r13�f jm�r24��dr12dr23dr34, �15�

where the suffixes i, j, l, and m of the Mayer function f
denote the dipole direction of each particle in a pair, and they
take either value of +1 or −1 corresponding to +�0 or −�0
dipole moment. So the Mayer function f ij can be written as

TABLE I. Numerically calculated values of the virial coeffi-
cients are shown.

T �1 �2 �3

0.8 −7.91 −30.4 −171

0.5 −5.66 −54.2 −71.3

0.4 −3.29 −90.7 219

0.2 21.9 −1.23�103 2.98�104

0.1 275 −9.39�104 1.43�107

0.04 2.28�105 −7.26�1010 3.16�1017

0.02 3.79�1010 −2.13�1021 1.55�1038
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FIG. 7. �Color online� State equation curves calculated by virial
expansion up to third order are displayed.
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f ij�r� = exp�− ��pp�r� + ij
�0

2

r3 �� kBT� − 1. �16�

For simplicity, the hard core potential is used for �pp.
The values of virial coefficients at various temperatures

are numerically calculated up to third order �k=3� which is
given in Table I, and some state equation curves are shown in
Fig. 7. The condition that gas-liquid phase separation hap-
pens is that Eq. �14� shows a van der Waals like loop, i.e., a
tangential bifurcation of roots of dP��� /d�=0 happens. But
the expansion up to the third-order terms of this system does
not give any phase transition because either �1� P��� be-
haves as a monotonic increasing function in ��0 or �2�
after increasing with �, an unstable decreasing curve ap-
pears. The unstable curve here corresponds to a local maxi-
mum of free energy. In both cases there is no more than one
root of P�=0 in ��0.

This standard virial approximation result disagrees with
the simulation result because this system never has a phase
transition according to this expansion and, furthermore, the
state equation curves are quantitatively far from our simula-
tion result �see Fig. 10�.

This obvious gap between the virial expansion and the
simulation result will come from a binary condition of this
system. In this binary system where the interactions are neu-
tralized from the mean field view �N↑�↑+N↓�↓=0�, the en-
ergy drastically changes depending on local configurations of
particles, even though the density as a whole system is not
changed.

Figure 8 shows inner configurations of a critical cluster.
Critical clusters in this system locally have tetragonal con-
figurations and neighboring particles have opposite dipole
moment. This is because, near the condensation point, the
temperature is so much lower than the binding energy of
antiparallel moments that a specific local configuration of
energy minimum locally appears. So the liquid should be a
mixture of local clusters with such tetragonal configurations.
The virial expansion analysis treated above seems to fail to

accurately estimate such specific local structure.
In order to improve the virial expansion analysis, another

parameter is introduced. This time, some particles in the sys-
tem, whose ratio to the whole system is �, are assumed to
form 1

4�N tetramers, and other �1−��N particles remain as
monomers. Each tetramer which consists of both types of
particles two by two has an alternately positioned tetragonal
configuration with contact at distance d, and a tetramer does
not change its shape �Fig. 9, left�. Not a dimer but a tetramer
structure is adopted because we assume that such a simple
configuration as a dimer can be sufficiently estimated by the
standard virial expansion analysis tried above.

Under this assumption, we again calculate the values of
the virial coefficients up to second order as shown in Table
II. The coefficients �kl �k=1,2 , . . . , l=0, . . . ,k+1� are calcu-
lated as

�1l =
1

22−l4l 	
i,j=±1,

t,�it+�jt=l

� f ij�r12�dr12,

�2l =
1

2!

1

23−l4l 	
i,j,m=±1,t,

�it+�jt+�mt=l

� f ij�r12�f jm�r23�fmi�r31�dr12dr23,

�17�

where the suffixes i, j, and m of f denote the type of each
component in a pair, which takes either +1, −1, or t corre-
sponding to a particle with �0, one with −�0, or a tetramer,
respectively. And the suffix l in � denotes the number of
tetramer components in an integration. Thus

f ij�r12� = − 1 +
1

�2��2� exp�− ��ij
pp�r12,�1,�2�

+ �ij
dd�r12,�1,�2��/kBT�d�1d�2,

�ij
pp�r12,�1,�2� = 	

i�=1

4

	
j�=1

4

�pp��r̃12 + �itr̃0�i�,�1�

− � jtr̃0�j�,�2��� ,

FIG. 8. �Color online� Snapshot focused on the inner part of a
cluster of critical region is shown. ��=0.125, T=0.0574, and N
=6400.�
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Left, schematic drawing of the tetramer
model and aggregation under this model �mixture of tetramers and
monomers�. Right, cell divided model for solidification.
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�ij
dd�r12,�1,�2�

= 	
i�=1

4

	
j�=1

4 �0
2� 1

4 i��i�1 + �− 1�i��it��
1
4 j��j�1 + �− 1� j�� jt�

�r̃12 + �itr̃0�i�,�1� − � jtr̃0�j�,�2��3
,

r̃0�i�,�� = �2R exp���

2
i� + ��i�, r̃12 = r12 · �1

i
� ,

�18�

where i is the imaginary unit, � is the Kronecher delta, and �
denotes the orientation of a tetramer.

First the optimized value of � which minimizes the free
energy �denoted as ���� ,T�� is estimated for every �T ,��,
and then the pressure is calculated as

P = kBT��1 −
3

4
��� �

�R2 − 	
k=1

	
l=0

k+1

�1 − ���k+1−l

�����l k

k + 1
�kl� �

�R2�k+1� +
���

�V

�

��
�F��=��. �19�

On the other hand, the pressure is directly calculated from
the equilibrium state of our simulation as

P̃ =
1

L2�NkBT +
1

2	
i�j

N

rij · F�rij�� . �20�

Seeing Fig. 10, the virial expansion with tetramer model
agrees with the simulation drastically better than the standard
virial analysis up to higher density. Not only that, it shows a
phase transition. The critical point is at

�c = 0.21, Tc = 0.073, �21�

which comes closer to the simulation result—Tc�0.058.
These facts suggest that the locally ordered structure of te-
tragonal configuration is essential for determining the ther-
modynamic phase.

We want to emphasize again that the critical clusters of
the liquid phase have local configurations which very much
resemble the long range order of the solid phase. This may
give important suggestions as to why the liquid phase is
absent. To make this point clear, another modeling to calcu-
late free energy around solidification approximately is pro-
posed �Fig. 9, right�. In this model, the system is divided into
the N square cells of equivalent size. Two types of particles
are alternately assigned into each cell. Each particle can
move only within its cell.

Figure 11 shows Gibbs free energy around the gas-liquid
transition calculated by both the tetramer model and the cell
divided model. Pressure is set to be that at the critical point:
Pc=0.00043. Bifurcation of the local minimum value at Tc
=0.073 is associated with the second order transition to the

TABLE II. The values of the virial coefficients of the tetramer model are shown.

T �10 �11 �12 �20 �21 �22 �23

0.3 −2.55 −13.9 −3.59 −164 −48.2 −66.1 −15.2

0.2 12.7 −11.1 −3.24 −781 13.9 −50.6 −13.0

0.1 191 11.1 −0.41 −4.73�104 −9.95 −50.8 −7.04

0.08 512 39.5 3.41 −3.24�105 5.15�103 −143 −21.0

0.074 802 57.8 6.03 −7.99�105 2.09�104 −54.4 −30.7

0.073 865 61.7 6.62 −9.31�105 2.63�104 −3.42 −31.6
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Optimized value of � and the pressure
curves against � are shown. Our tetramer model analysis �second
order� agrees much better with the simulation compared to the stan-
dard virial expansion.
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FIG. 11. �Color online� Gibbs free energy calculated by two
kinds of models: the tetramer model �low density region� and the
cell divided model �high density�.
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gas-liquid phase. But almost at the same time, the minimum
value of free energy switches to that of solid phase at higher
density. It vividly illustrates the feature of two competitive
kinds of transitions and a hidden liquid phase which are ob-
served in our simulation.

V. SUMMARY

We have studied the binary monolayer of an Ising dipolar
system with constant temperature particle dynamics simula-
tion. At low temperature, particles constructed a solid cluster
with tetragonal orientational order even at relatively low
density, which is different from the result of dissipative
�zero-temperature� simulations where various fractal clusters
are observed.

At higher temperature, moderate aggregation into many
finite sized clusters was observed, which was evidently
shown to be the critical phenomena of condensation to a
liquid cluster. The critical temperature of gas-liquid phase
transition extrapolated from that cluster growth is, however,
slightly lower than the temperature of solid phase, and thus it
was concluded that liquid phase is absent in this system.

Detailed observation of the inner configuration of critical
clusters clarified not only that the two point correlation func-
tion of them has a sharp peak at the contacting distance but
that they locally have tetragonal symmetric configuration
with alternate particles which very much resembles the long
range order of the solid cluster. Though with the normal
treatment of virial expansion we failed to explain the phase
transition in this system, other trials of virial expansion im-
proved by taking such alternate configuration into consider-
ation succeeded in supporting simulation results quantita-
tively, showing competitive behavior of free energy between
the critical transition of gas-liquid and solidification.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

The universality class of the gas-liquid critical behavior is
discussed here. Assuming that a particle has correlation with
others within the cluster it belongs, the average cluster size
defined in Eq. �5� is also described using the correlation
function g�r� as

1

�
	

s

s2n�s� 
 � dr rg�r� , �22�

which corresponds to the susceptibility 	 in on-site spin
models. In the two-dimensional Ising model, the value of

exponents are known to be 
=7/4 and =1. So, from the
values of our estimation in Eqs. �7� and �11�, it is concluded
that this system belongs to the two-dimensional Ising univer-
sality class.

The most characteristic feature of this system is that there
is no liquid phase. Disappearance of liquid phase has already
been shown theoretically even in a simple fluid using an
artificial pair potential model �potential with double Yukawa
form� �22�. They pointed out that the fluid phase is gradually
suppressed and finally disappears as the range of the attrac-
tion is reduced. But quantitatively, the parameters in �22� are
not suitable for our system. Their criterion of no liquid phase
is that the ratio of attractive interparticle range to the repul-
sive range is approximately less than 1.5. That range is too
short compared to the dipole interaction, so absence of liquid
phase in our system cannot be simply due to the range of
interaction.

We found that the key to controlling the behavior of con-
densation is the tetragonal configurations with alternate types
of particles, which were already observed in critical clusters
of liquid, and also determined the long-range order of the
solid phase, reflecting the minimum energy configuration of
this system. It can be said, in other words, that though the
interaction of a pair potential is isotropic in this system, an-
isotropic interaction between the clusters �dimers tetramers
and so on� rising from binary configuration dominates the
characteristics of phase transitions.

Recently, this kind of disappearance of the critical transi-
tion was also reported in a similar binary particle system
�23�. In a charged colloidal system modeled as hard spheres
with point charge +Qq and counterions of dimensionless
point charge −q �a three-dimensional system�, it is reported
that the critical transition disappears when the relative charge
satisfies 20�Q. In our model, such liquid disappearance oc-
curred even at �↑ /�↓=1. It may be partly caused by the
difference of the interaction range �1/r3 instead of 1/r�. The
other difference is that both species in the IDP model have
core diameter, and characteristic local structures due to those
exclusive volumes played some important roles in phase
transitions.

Future investigation will explain the reason for no liquid
phase more clearly by trying simulation under other condi-
tions of binary Ising dipolar systems, such as another relative
dipole moment ��↑ /�↓�1� and/or relative concentration
��↑ /�↓�1�. Because with those changes, the ground state
configuration switches to others like hexagonal configuration
�also refer to basic configurations I–V in �17��, thus it should
change the feature of critical condensation and solidification.
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